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Purpose: To study the applications of Newton's second law F=ma.

Background:
In this lab we will study Newton's classic equation, F=ma, where F is force, m is mass in 

kilograms, and a is acceleration in meter's per second squared. So to calculate the force of the 
fan cart we would multiply mass times acceleration. For the second part when we add the 
mass the force should be the same, but the acceleration will be less, but the mass is greater so 
it all should be the same. We can calculate acceleration by taking the displacement and time 

and solving for a in S= ½at2 so a=
2S
T 2 .

To  calculate  the  acceleration  of  the  cart  on  the  incline  plane  we  will  do

sin height
base

∗−9.8 . However we could also work backwards to determine gravity if we know 

our  measurements  are  accurate  and take  do  
observed acceleration

sin height
base

=gravity
 however  we 

would actually need a truly frictionless cart (like a cool magnet cart) in a vacuum for this to 
work.
Materials:

● A adjustable incline plane.
● Electronic balance or scale.
● A fan cart.
● A laptop with logger pro installed on it.
● A sonic range finder with necessary cables.
● A small weight (about 300 grams).
● A frictionless cart.

Procedure:
Incline Plane half:

1. Set up the computer, sonic range, and incline plane at about 10o. Aim the range finder 
at the frictionless cart.

2. Begin recording the distance and let the cart go, after it bounces stop recording.
3. Do a curve fit for the displacement graph, and a linear fit for velocity and acceleration.
4. Increase the angle of the incline plane and repeat steps 1-3.

Fan Cart half:
5. Set up the computer, and sonic range. Aim the range finder at the fan cart.
6. Start the range finder and set the fan cart to high and let it go. Repeat this on low as 

well.
7. Add a small weight to it and repeat step 6.
8. Weigh the weight, and the cart separately. 



Data:
Incline Plane:
For the first trial the incline plane was set to 1.71o.

Graph 1.1.1 position graph for the cart. Note the A from this is -.152 which is ½ our measured 
acceleration which is .304.

Graph  1.1.2  velocity  graph  for  the  cart.  Note  the  slope  of  this  line  is  -0.338  which  is 
approximately our acceleration.



Graph 1.1.3 acceleration graph for the first test. According to this the acceleration was -.025 
which is wrong because Beeka did the linear fit for the entire graph so the discontinuity at t= 
0.9, 1.7 and 2.8 really messed it up.

Table 1.1.1 here is most of our data. Because our angle is 1.71 our calculated acceleration is 
sin(1.71)*-9.8=-0.294 m/s2.



For the second trial the incline plane was set to 3.26o.

Graph 1.2.1 position graph for the second test. Again A is ½ acceleration so our observed 
acceleration is -0.596 m/s2.

Graph  1.2.2  velocity  graph  for  the  second  test.  Yet  again  the  slope  of  this  graph  is  our 
acceleration, -0.585, who would have thought?



Graph 1.2.3 acceleration graph. Again this graph is so messed up our acceleration came out to 
be -.173 which is really off.

Table 1.2.1 here is most of our data. Because our angle is 5.26 our calculated acceleration is 



sin(3.26)*-9.8=-.0557 m/s2.

Fan Cart:
No weight added, so the total weight is 386 grams and the cart was set to high speed.

Graph 2.1.1 position graph for the cart. As with the incline plane the acceleration is 2*A so the 
acceleration is -.249.

Graph 2.1.2 velocity graph for the cart. Yet again the acceleration is the slope of this graph 
which is -.246.

Graph 2.1.3 acceleration graph for the cart. The y intersection for this is -.249 which is the 
same as the other 2, finally all three are matching.



Table 2.1.1 here is our data. So if F=ma then F=.386*-.249=-.09611N.

No weight added, so the total weight is 386 grams and the cart was set to low speed.

Graph 2.2.1 position graph for the cart. 2A(acceleration)=-.1461.



Graph 2.2.2 Velocity graph for the cart. Slope (acceleration)=-.0962.

Graph 2.2.3 Acceleration for the cart. Y intercept (acceleration)= -.141.



Table 2.2.1 here's the data. So if F=ma then F=.386*-.141=-.0544N.

A small weight added, so the total weight is 676 grams and the cart was set to high speed.



Graph 2.3.1 position. 2A(acceleration)= -.09714.

Graph 2.3.2 velocity. Slope (acceleration)=-.0978.

Graph 2.3.3 acceleration. Y intercept (acceleration)=-.124



Table 1.3.1. So if F=ma then F=.676*-.09714=-.06566N.

A small weight added, so the total weight is 676 grams and the cart was set to low speed.

Graph 2.4.1 position. 2A (acceleration)=-.09582



Graph 2.4.2 velocity. Slope (acceleration)=-.09621

Graph 2.4.3 acceleration. Y intercept (acceleration)=-.00348



Table 2.4.1. So if F=ma then F=.676*-.09582=-.06477N.

Observations: 
Incline Plane

If you look at all of our graphs our RMSE is very low around 3%, except for the one 
acceleration graph where we did not limit the data so it got a lot of weird results. This is great 
accuracy and it is reflected in our error calculation. The only way we could have gotten a 
better result was to somehow get a true frictionless cart and do this experiment in a vacuum. 

Fan Cart:
  Our RMSE for this lab was really low, about 5% this was because we used the sonic 

range finder. Unfortunately something went horrible wrong and our results were very weird.

Analysis:
Incline Plane:

Our  error  for  this  lab  was  very  low.  For  the  first  incline  plane  we  calculated  that 
acceleration should be .294 m/s2 and our measured acceleration is .304 m/s2 so our error is 
-3.4% which is fantastic. For the second test our calculated acceleration is .602 m/s2 and the 
measured acceleration was .596 m/s2 so our error is -1.0%. So this experiment proves that sinθ 
g=gravity.
Fan Cart:

This  experiment did  not go as  well.  Our  calculated forces  for  the high setting was 



-.096N for the empty cart and -.065N with a weight added to it, this is really bad. For the low 
setting the calculated forces are -.0544N for a empty cart and -.0647 for a small weight added. 
That was a lot better but they should have been much closer. That is because the force from 
the fan is constant so as mass increases acceleration decreases but they are proportional so it 
should have stayed the same. Unfortunately this lab has some conflicting results, we would 
have to use a more reliable device. Possible sources of error include the battery dying, a small 
breeze pushing the cart.  However the biggest  source of  error  would be a mis  calculation 
doing the curve fit for one of our graphs, we included a big jump in a graph so it caused 
everything after that to be off.

Conclusion:
Overall half this lab went as expected. We had some difficulty with the fan cart section. 

However the incline plane part was a complete success. Our results matched perfectly with 
our expected outcomes. If I were to do this in college again I would try to find a better way to 
do the fan cart part. 


